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WHAT CAN I DO DIFFERENT?
Be Happy Yourself

If you're stressed out and unhappy, your child will sense this and also feel sad
and worried in response. Not only that, unhappy parents are also less effective.
You are your child's first role model, so lead by example by embracing the bright
side of life.
In one study (in The Secrets of Happy Families), children were asked: “If you
were granted one wish about your parents, what would it be?”. Their answer
wasn’t that their parents would spend more time with them. Neither was it that
their parents would nag at them less, or give them more freedom. The children’s
wish was that their parents were less stressed and tired.

Slow Down

The hectic schedule of adulthood doesn't always vibe with the relaxed pace of
childhood. Children move at a slower rate and parents should try to match that
pace. By scheduling extra time for the little things, like a bedtime routine or a
trip to the supermarket, parents can turn hectic chores into more meaningful
time with their children.

Prioritize Your Marriage

Families centered on children create anxious, exhausted parents and demanding,
entitled children. Parents today are too quick to sacrifice their lives and
marriages for their children. The greatest gift you can give your children is to
have a fulfilling marriage.
Parents who have major on-going marital issues definitely impact their children,
who become less motivated, responsible, and engaged. If you have issues in
your marriage that have gone unresolved for months or years, please seek help
from a therapist or counsellor. Your children – and your marriage – are counting
on you.

Follow Your Child’s Interests

Happy people are often those who have mastered a skill. For example, when
your toddler practices throwing a ball to you, he or she learns from his mistakes,
he learns persistence and discipline, and he experiences the joy of succeeding
due to his own efforts. He also experiences the joy of recognition for this
accomplishment.
Most importantly, he or she discovers to have some control over his or her life.
This feeling of control through mastery is an important factor in determining
adult happiness. Make sure that your child is practicing something they truly
enjoy or they won’t be as happy about their successes.
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Show How to Build Meaningful Relationships

Strong relationships are vital for children’s growth and psychological well-being.
Children who lack these relationships do worse in school, are more likely to get
in trouble with the law, and are more likely to have psychiatric problems. Here
the role modelling is crucial. If parents never meet or even do not have friends,
this will be their “normal”.
Parents must respond appropriately to their children’s emotional cues. By doing
so, their children will feel more secure. This forms the foundation of self-esteem.
Parents should create an environment for their children to form friendships,
while also teaching them to resolve conflicts.

Show Forgiveness

Forgiveness is a key element that leads to happiness in children. Inability to
forgive has even been linked to depression and anxiety. Children who learn to
forgive are able to turn negative feelings about the past into positive ones. This
increases their levels of happiness and life satisfaction.
Be a role model for your children - don’t hold grudges against people who have
wronged you, and take the initiative to resolve personal conflicts. Discuss the
importance of forgiveness with your children, so that they’ll turn forgiveness
into a lifestyle.

WHAT CAN I DO DIFFERENT?
Celebrate as a Family

Happy families celebrate both the small and big things: the end of a busy week,
a good grade, the first day of school, a job promotion, holidays and festivals. The
celebrations can be as simple as going to the park together, or as elaborate as
throwing a surprise party. Happy families lead to happy children, so make it a
point to celebrate as a family often.

Create Routines

Daily rituals and routines are some of the most basic ways to instil a sense of
security and pleasure. A review of 50 years of research on family routines in the
Journal of Family Psychology found that rituals like family meals and bath and
bedtime routines help children feel secure, strengthen family ties, and lead to
greater productivity. They may even help improve kids’ health by maintaining
good habits, such as brushing teeth, exercising, and washing hands.

Don’t Overindulge

Over-indulged children who are inundated with new toys or shielded from
emotional discomfort are more likely to grow into teenagers who are bored,
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cynical, and joyless. It’s more important to help children develop inner resources
to entertain themselves.

Create Family Rituals

Family rituals increase family cohesiveness and enable children to develop
socially.
Make a conscious effort to create these rituals in your family. Examples:
Have breakfast as a family every Saturday.
Have a family board game night.
Cook dinner as a family.
Go for evening walks.
Go camping as a family once a year.
“Date” each of your children once a month.
 Spend for some holidays together at least once a year go where the
focus is fully on family and nothing else.
 Even with challenging finances for longer holidays, there is always a way
to spend some time together even if it is just overnight in a tent or
similar.







Healthy and Regular Eating

Mood swings and even depression in kids are often the result of a heavily
processed-food diet. In fact, the greatest concentration of serotonin, which is
involved in mood control, depression and aggression.
The simplest way towards health and happiness is to focus on WHOLE foods
-foods that have not been processed or altered from their original state; food
that has been grown or raised as nature intended, without the use of chemical
additives, pesticides and fertilizers. In addition, children need to have food
regularly every day. Hungry children are unhappy children and cannot
concentrate anymore. Giving them money to buy food often ends up in junk
food as this is what they buy alone, like in school canteens for example. This
does only aggravate the situation.
Food is a part of crucial lifestyle choices first learned at home, so educate
yourself about proper nutrition, regular eating times and the dangers of junk
food and processed foods in order to change the food culture in your family.
Overweight children is a growing issue in the society and be assured that those
children will have issues in school and later in life on their health and social life.
Healthy food and normal exercise keeps children healthy already and avoids
overweight.

Share Family History

Share your family history with your children. The research shows that children
who know more about their family history have higher levels of self-esteem. This
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contributes to their success and happiness later in life. Sharing your family
history strengthens family bonds, and helps your children to become more
resilient.

Have Regular Family Meetings

Have a 20-minute family meeting once a week. During the meeting, ask all family
members these three questions:
 What did you do well in the past week?
 What did you not do so well in the past week?
 What will you work on in the coming week?
These meetings will bring the family closer together, and reinforce the
importance of family relationships.

Support the Shy Ones

A little bashfulness is one thing, but children with behavioral inhibition — a trait
that refers to shyness and also extreme caution in the face of new situations —
may be at higher risk of developing anxiety disorders, according to researchers.
And parents who shelter kids demonstrating behavioral inhibition (in effect,
encouraging this inhibition) may actually make the situation worse.
Support shy children - get them out of their comfort zones without trying to
change their nature. But why not just break them of their shy habits? Research
has shown that shyness is a part of some children's character and a very difficult
trait to change. In other words, it's better to work with shyness than against it.

WHAT CAN WE DO TOGETHER?
Encourage Physical Activity

Running around doesn’t just keep your child healthy and fit, it also encourages
the release of endorphins that trigger happy feelings. You will also be helping
your child establish life-long healthy habits. The best is doing those activities
together with your child as this also creates additional happiness for the whole
family.
You should ensure that your child is actually having enough physical activity
every day especially in their early years when they visit childcare centres or
kindergartens. Check the lesson plans and visit the centres during those times as
many centres have great toys and offer outside play but actually just stay inside
most of the time.

Develop Positive Thinking

Not surprisingly, children who are more optimistic tend to be happier.
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Some ways to teach your children to think positively:











Develop a positive attitude yourself
Don’t complain
Don’t gossip
Don’t make a huge deal out of spilled drinks, broken plates, etc.
See the good in others and acknowledge it
Show your children to phrase things positively, e.g. “I like playing with
David and Sarah” instead of “I hate playing with Tom”
Tell your children about the challenges you face, and how those
challenges are helping you grow
Don’t support complaining
Don’t support gossiping
Don’t make a huge deal out of spilled drinks, broken plates, etc.

Promote a Healthy Body Image

Having a healthy body image is especially important for girls, although it can
affect boys as well.
Some ways to promote a healthy body image in your children:
 Focus on the health benefits of exercise, rather than on how it affects
your appearance.
 Focus more on your children’s character and skills development, and
less on their appearance.
 Exercise together as a family.
 Talk to your children about how the media influences the way we view
our bodies.
 Don’t talk about how guilty you feel after eating certain foods.
 Don’t pass judgment on other people’s appearance.

Give Undivided Attention

When your children talk to you, give them your undivided attention.
Communicating well with your children is vital if you want them to be happy and
successful. One powerful way to do this is to give them your full attention
whenever they speak to you.
This means putting aside your newspapers and electronic devices, and really
listening to what they have to say. You’ll respond more thoughtfully, which will
encourage your children to become more communicative. This is important role
modelling as you want your children to do the same to you and others.

Do Meaningful Things

As your toddler gets older, show them how satisfying it can be to help others.
Research shows that people who have meaning in their lives feel less depressed.
Working for a charity and helping others can help make life more meaningful.
Even young children can benefit from this lesson.
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For example, children could help collect school supplies for children who lost
their homes in a natural disaster. Even helping out with simple household chores,
such as putting dirty clothes in the washing machine, can help toddlers feel to
make a contribution.

HOW CAN I HELP MY CHILD?
Focus on the Process, Not Result

Parents who overemphasize achievement are more likely to bring up children
who have psychological problems and engage in risky behavior.
What is the alternative to focusing on achievement? -- Focus on the process.
Children who concentrate on effort and attitude – not on the desired result –
end up attaining greater success in the long run.
So look out for opportunities to acknowledge your children’s good behavior,
attitude, and effort. As time goes by, they’ll naturally achieve better outcomes.

Show Gratitude

Help your child appreciate the everyday wonders of life by stopping what you
are doing and expressing thanks for the moment. Whether it is the chance to
play in the park together or watch a beautiful sunset, express gratitude and your
child will follow your example. Research shows when parents show gratitude,
their children grow up more enthusiastic, joyful, interested, and engaged in the
world around them.

Listen to Your Child

If your child comes home from preschool ranting about how much she hates
another child, don’t immediately criticize her or tell her not to speak negatively.
That will only make her repress her unhappy feelings and bottle them inside.
Instead, hear her out and acknowledge her emotions. For example, you could
say, “Wow, it sounds like she did something that hurt your feelings.” When kids
feel that their parents understand them, they are happier.

Regular, High-Quality Sleep

Too little sleep not only makes children prone to being grouchy and having
mood swings, it also negatively impacts their behavior and attention.
Children aged 5 to 12 need about 10-11 hours of sleep a night for optimal mood
and health. To help your child get a good night's sleep, get the TV, computer,
video games and mobile devices out of your child's bedroom, and be sure the
room is as dark as possible. Even the least bit of light in the room can disrupt
your child's internal clock and her pineal gland's production of melatonin and
serotonin.
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Help Your Child Handle Frustration

When your child complains that he can’t do something, like finishing a puzzle or
tying his shoes, don’t try to convince him that he can. Rather, show patience and
say, “That’s okay. There’s no rush. When you want to try again, let me know.”
The child is then likely to come back to the task, a few minutes or a few days
later.

Allow Unstructured, Unhurried Time to be Creative

If your toddler has ballet class at 10 a.m., music at 2 p.m., and a playdate at 4
p.m., he or she is hyper-scheduled. Young children don’t need as many
structured activities as we think they do. Allow your child to play by herself and
at her own pace. Play doesn’t mean classes, organized sports, and other
“enrichment” activities. Play is when children invent, create, and daydream.
Give them the time to do that.

Allow Your Child to be Sad or Mad

When your child sulks during a birthday party, it’s tempting to encourage him to
rejoin the fun. But it’s important that you allow him to experience his
unhappiness. Children need to know that it’s okay to be upset sometimes. It’s
part of life. If we try to squelch any unhappiness, we may be sending the
message that it’s wrong to feel sad. Encourage your child to label his feelings
and express them verbally.

Let Them Make Choices

Children are constantly being told what to do, so giving them the ability to make
choices goes a long way toward increasing their happiness. Try letting your child
decide what to wear or what to eat (within reason), or give him a few choices for
activities and let him decide which one to do.

Teach Emotional Intelligence

Emotional intelligence is a skill, not an inborn trait. Thinking kids will just
“naturally” come to understand their own emotions (let alone those of others)
doesn’t set them up for success.
A simple first step here is to “Empathize, Label and Validate” when they’re
struggling with anger or frustration. Relate to the child, help them identify what
they are feeling and let them know that those feelings are okay (even though
bad behavior might not be).
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About Twinkle Childcare & Development Centre

Among many things, Twinkle Childcare is the place for your child:





To not only have the time of their life learning but learning a lot;
To run around outside in a big garden;
To learn English, Mandarin to prepare for Singapore school;
Or to have a more international orientation with English and German.

We are located just behind Upper Bukit Timah Road, 5 minutes walk from the Beauty
World MRT station. In a quiet bungalow setting, Twinkle Childcare is a small heaven
for kids in a city like Singapore.
We cater for children from 18 months to 6 years and prepare them for Singapore’s
Primary One. We use Montessori and Inquiry based methods to help our children
with their individual talents and challenges.
Click Here If You'd Like To Book An Appointment To Visit Us During School Hours
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